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INFO  LOG-00  ACDT-00  AIE-01  AGMD-01  CEQ-00  CIAE-00
SMCC-00  CFP-01  CMFZ-00  CIHE-00  CPE-00  OASY-00  DOSE-00
EB-01  EUR-01  H-01  TELE-00  INR-00  ID-16  L-01
ADS-00  M-00  NEA-01  NRC-01  NRC2-00  NSAE-00  NSCE-00
OES-09  GIC-02  OMZ-01  PA-01  PM-00  PRS-01  P-01
SNP-00  SP-00  SS-00  SSE-01  TRF-00  TSG-00  TAF-00  TST-00
SUS-00  SA-01  TIC-01  TRAF-00  SSD-01  DPM-00  DRL-09
G-00  /073W

R 010651Z DEC 94
PM AMBASSASSY CANBERRA
TO SECSTATE WASHDC 7165
INFO AMBASSASSY NEW DELHI
AMBASSASSY ISLAMABAD
AMBASSASSY PARIS
AMBASSASSY LONDON
USCINC PAC HONOLULU HI/J5/FPA/
USMISSION USUN NEW YORK
USMISSION USVIENNA
ASIAN REGIONAL FORUM COLLECTIVE
JOINT STAFF WASHDC
SEDF WASHDC
USMISSION GENEVA
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STATE PASS ADCA; GENEVA FOR CD DEL, USVIENNA FOR UNVIE
CONFIDENTIAL
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R. 12356: DECL:OADR
TAGS: PREL, MARR, MASS, PARM, AORC, KENP, RTTC, MFCR,
UN, HA, CH, IR, IS, BM, PP, CB, XB, SD, SF, SV, AS
SUBJECT: AUSTRALIA-U.S. POLITICAL-MILITARY TALKS, 10/94

REF: A) CANBERRA 6363, B) CANBERRA 6515B (BOTH NOTAL)

1. C-ENTIRE TEXT.

SUMMARY

2. IN BILATERAL POL-MIL TALKS OCT. 20-21, AUSTRALIAN
AND U.S. DELS WERE MOSTLY IN AGREEMENT ACROSS THE BROAD
RANGE OF ISSUES. BOTH DEL READS (U.S. PM A/S MCMANAMA
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